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Abstract-Recently, the concept of MIMO (multiple-input-
multiple-output) radars has drawn considerable attention. In
traditional SIMO (single-input-multiple-output) radar, the trans-
mitters emit coherent waveforms to form a focused beam. In
MIMO radar, the transmitters emit orthogonal (or incoherent)
waveforms to increase the spatial resolution. These waveforms
also affect the range and Doppler resolution which can be
characterized by the ambiguity function. In traditional (SIMO)
radars, the ambiguity function of the transmitted pulse charac-
terizes the compromise between range and Doppler resolutions.
In the MIMO radar, since many transmitting waveforms are
involved, their cross-ambiguity functions enter into the signal
design problem. In this paper, frequency hopping codes are used
to generate these orthogonal MIMO radar waveforms. A new
algorithm for designing the frequency hopping codes is proposed.
This algorithm makes the energy in the corresponding ambiguity
functions evenly spread in the range and angular dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) radar system
allows transmitting orthogonal (or incoherent) waveforms in
each of the transmitting antennas. In the traditional SIMO
(single-input multiple-output) radar, the system can only trans-
mit scaled versions of a single waveform. It has been shown
that the MIMO radar has several advantages over SIMO radar
including high spatial resolution [1], excellent interference
rejection capability [2], improved parameter identifiability [3],
and enhanced flexibility for transmit beampattern design [4].
The waveform design problem in SIMO radar has been well
studied. Several waveform design methods have been proposed
to meet different resolution requirements. These methods can
be found in [8] and the references therein. In the traditional
SIMO radar system, the radar receiver uses a matched filter to
extract the target signal from thermal noise. Consequently, the
resolution of the radar system is determined by the response to
a point target in the matched filter output. Such a response can
be characterized by a function called the ambiguity function
[8]. Recently, San Antonio, et al. [5] have extended the radar
ambiguity function to the MIMO radar case. It turns out that
the radar waveforms affect not only the range and Doppler
resolution but also the angular resolution.
The MIMO radar ambiguity function characterizes the reso-
lutions of the radar system. By choosing different waveforms,
we obtain a different MIMO ambiguity function. Therefore the
MIMO radar waveform design problem is to choose a set of
waveforms which provides a desirable MIMO ambiguity func-
tion. Directly optimizing the waveforms requires techniques
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such as calculus of variation. In general this can be very
hard to solve. Instead of directly designing the waveforms,
we can impose some structures on the waveforms and design
the parameters of the waveforms. As an example of this idea,
the pulse waveforms generated by frequency hopping codes
are considered in this paper. These pulses have the advantage
of constant modulus. We will show how to optimize the
frequency hopping codes to obtain good system resolutions.
The corresponding optimization problem can be solved by a
simulated annealing algorithm [6].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the MIMO radar ambiguity function will be briefly reviewed.
In Section III, we derive the MIMO radar ambiguity function
when the pulse trains are transmitted. In Section IV, we define
the frequency hopping pulse waveforms in MIMO radar and
derive the corresponding MIMO ambiguity function. In Sec-
tion V, we formulate the frequency-hopping code optimization
problem and show how to solve it. In Section VI, we test the
proposed method and compare its ambiguity function with
the LFM (linear frequency modulation) waveforms. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. REVIEW OF THE MIMO RADAR AMBIGUITY
FUNCTION
In a SIMO radar system, the radar ambiguity function is
defined as [8]
JX(T)v J u(t)u*(t +T)eJ2 vtdt (1)
where u(t) is the radar waveform. This two-dimensional
function indicates the matched filter output in the receiver
when a delay mismatch T and a Doppler mismatch v occur.
The value IX(O, 0) represents the matched filter output without
any mismatch. Therefore, the sharper the function JX(T, v)
around (0, 0), the better the Doppler and range resolution.
The idea of radar ambiguity functions has been extended
to the MIMO radar by San Antonio et al. [5]. In this section,
we will briefly review the definition ofMIMO radar ambiguity
functions. We will focus only on the linear array case as shown
in Fig. 1. We assume the transmitter and the receiver are par-
allel linear arrays in the same location. The antenna location
of the mth transmitting antenna is denoted by X T,m and
the antenna location of the nth receiving antenna is denoted
by xR,m A, where A is the wavelength. The function ui(t)
indicates the radar waveform emitted by the ith transmitter.
Consider a target at (T, iV fs) where T is the delay corre-
sponding to the target range, v is the Doppler frequency of the
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Fig. 1. MIMO radar scheme.
frequencies, namely f- fs. Therefore, we need both the
target spatial frequency fs and the assumed spatial frequency
fs to represent the spatial mismatch. We call the function
Xm,m' (T, V) the cross ambiguity function because it is
similar to the SIMO ambiguity function defined in (1) except
it involves two waveforms um(t) and um,(t). Fixing T and
v in (2), one can view the ambiguity function as a scaled
two-dimensional Fourier transform of the cross ambiguity
function Xm,mT (T, V) on the parameters m and m'. The value
IX(0 0, f, fs) represents the matched filter output without
mismatch. Therefore, the sharper the function IX(T, v, fs7 fs)l
around the line {(O, 0, fs fs)} (Sec. V), the better the radar
system resolution.
target, and fs is the normalized spatial frequency of the target.
The demodulated target response in the nth antenna element
is proportional to
M-1
Tv,f (t) Um(t- T)Cej2lt ej27fs (XT,m+XRn)
m=O
for n =,1, ..., N -1, where N is the number of receiving
antennas, Ur(t) is the radar waveform emitted by the mth
antenna and M is the number of transmitting antennas. Define
the function
N-1 Co
nE CXI)v7 f ) * (t)dt
n=o -oo
We would like this to be large when (T, V, f,) = (T', V', f,)
and small otherwise. We call this the overall matched filter
response. It can be simplified to the form
F(T, v,fs,7T',M',/
N-1\
ej27(f,-f')XT,n
n=o
M-1 M-1 00O
MEM/EXD Um(t T)UX,(t T')
ej27(v v')tdt ej2wr(f,XT, fs'XT,/))
The first part in the right hand side of the equation represents
the spatial processing in the receiver, and it is not affected by
the waveforms {um(t)}. The second part in the right hand side
of the equation indicates how the waveforms { urn (t) } affect
the spatial, Doppler and range resolutions of the radar system.
Therefore, we define the MIMO radar ambiguity function
as
x(,ufS,fS1) AX(T7, V,s s
E Xm,m/ (T7 V)Cj2 7(f XT,mn-fslXT,m/) (2)
where
Xm,m'(T, V) J Um(t)UX,(t + T)Cj27vtdt. (3)
Note that the MIMO radar ambiguity function can not be
expressed as a function of the difference of the spatial
III. PULSE MIMO RADAR AMBIGUITY FUNCTION
In this section, we derive the MIMO radar ambiguity
function for the case when the waveform urn (t) consists
of the shifted versions of a shorter waveform q5 m(t). In
this case, the pulse design problem becomes choosing the
waveform qm(t) to obtain a good MIMO ambiguity function
X(T, V, f5, fs). Therefore, it is important to study the relation
between the MIMO ambiguity function and the pulse q5 m(t).
Since modulation and scalar multiplication will not change the
shape of the ambiguity function, for convenience, we write the
transmitted signals as
L-1
Um(t) = ZE Om(t- T)
1=0
(4)
Note that the duration of q5m (t), namely To, is small enough
such that To << min(IT,-T, 1). To obtain the relation between
qm (t) and the MIMO ambiguity function X (T, V:fs7 fs), we
first derive the cross ambiguity function. Using (3) and (4)
and changing variables, the cross ambiguity function can be
expressed as
Xm,m (Tf V)=
L-1 L-1 00
S S J q5m(t)O5 , (t + T -Tll + T)ej271(t+Tl)dt
1'=0 1=0 0°
L-1 L-1
S S Xn,m (T +H-T1 T7 v)eJj27vTl
1'=0 1=0
(5)
where X%m, (T, V) is defined as the cross ambiguity function
of the pulses om (t) and omT (t), that is,
X n, (T, V) j q5m(t)q5, (t + T)eJ27vtdt.
We assume that the Doppler frequency v and the support of
pulse To are both small enough such that T,v -- 0. So the
above the equation becomes
Ym m,m(T1V) j 5 (t)O* , (t + T)dt - m (T), (6)
where rmm(T) is the cross correlation between 0m (t) and
Om/ (t). Thus, the cross ambiguity function reduces to the cross
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correlation function and it is no longer a function of Doppler
frequency v. Substituting the above result into (5), we obtain
L-1 L-1
xmm(77 v) EE rm m(T + Tj - TJ,)ej27rvTlXm,m'(T,') ZZr:1'=T1=0T
1'=0 1=0
(7)
For values of the delay T satisfying ITI < min(I Ti -T, ) -T,
the shifted correlation function satisfies
rmm (T+ -Tl,)=
rTOj Om (T)O/A (t + T +T1 -Tl, )dt = O,m
when 1 :t 1'. For ITI > min(I TI - Tl,) T, the response in
the ambiguity function is created by the second trip echoes.
This ambiguity is called range folding. Such ambiguity can be
resolved by using a different pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
from time to time. We will not address this ambiguity in this
paper. We will focus on the ambiguity function only when
ITI < min(IT1-Tl, )-To. In this case, we have
L-1
xm,m' (T, v) TIM (T)E e
1=0
Notice that the Doppler processing is separable from the
correlation function. This is because of the assumption that
the duration of the pulses To and the Doppler frequency v are
small enough so that vT¢ - 0. This implies that the choice of
the waveforms {Om (t) } does not affect the Doppler resolution.
Using the definition ofMIMO ambiguity function (2), we have
X(T, v, fs7 fs)
M-1M-1 Li1
SE r%mm/ (T)ej2wr(f,XT
-f"XT, n') 5j27rvTt
for ITI < min(Ti- T),)-To.
The preceding analysis clearly shows how the problem of
waveform design should be approached. The MIMO ambiguity
function depends on the cross correlation functions r m,m (T).
Also, the pulses {6m(t)} only affect the range and spatial res-
olution. They do not affect the Doppler resolution. Therefore,
to obtain a sharp ambiguity function, we should design the
pulses {qOm(t)} such that the function
Q(T, fs, fs) 5 5 rm,M,(T)ej2 (f T f"T m) (8)
is sharp around the line {(T,fs,fsl) TOTfs = fs}. For
M = 1, the signal design problem reduces to the special case
of the SIMO radar. In this case, equation (8) reduces to the
autocorrelation function
Q(T, fs, fsl) = r 0 0(T).
Thus in the SIMO radar case, the signal design problem is
to generate a pulse with a sharp autocorrelation. The linear
frequency modulation (LFM) signal is an example which has
a sharp autocorrelation [8]. Besides its sharp autocorrelation
function, the LFM pulse can be conveniently generated and it
has constant modulus. These reasons make the LFM signal a
very good candidate in a pulse repetition radar system. For the
MIMO radar case which satisfies M > 1, we need to consider
not only the autocorrelation functions but also the cross
correlation functions between pulses such that Q(T, f5, fs) can
be sharp.
IV. FREQUENCY HOPPING PULSES
Instead of directly designing the pulses, we can impose
some structures on the pulses and design the parameters of the
pulses. As an example of this idea, we now consider the pulse
generated by frequency hopping codes. In this section, we
derive the MIMO radar ambiguity function of the frequency
hopping pulses. These pulses have the advantage of constant
modulus. The frequency hopping pulses can be expressed as
Q-1
Om (t) = E: ej27rc,,q ft 1 [qt)O(t-qAt),
q=O
(9)
where
1[o,t)(t) A I1 t E [O, At){ O, otherwise,
Cm,q e {0, 1,... , K -1} is the frequency hopping code, and
Q is the length of the code. The duration of the pulse is T, =
Q(At, and the bandwidth of the pulses is approximately
(K
-1)Af + I
To maintain the orthogonality, the code {Cm,q} satisfies
Cm,q 7t Cm/,q, for m rm', Vq (10)
AtAf = 1.
Now instead of directly designing the pulses qm(t), the signal
design problem becomes designing the code cm,q for m =
0,1,... ,M -1 and q = 0,1, ,Q -1. Recall that our
goal is to design the transmitted signals such that the function
Q(T, f5,f,) in (8) is sharp (as explained in Sec. V). So, we
are interested in the expression for the function Q(T, f , f,)
in terms of {Cm,q}. To compute the function Q(T, f , f,), we
first compute the cross correlation function rmm(T). By using
(9) and (6), it can be expressed as
rm,m (T) (11)
Q-1 Q-1
z
E xrect(T -(q' -q)At, (Cm,q Cm/,q,)Af)
q=O q'=O
.ej2rwAf (c ,q-C,/,q,)qAt ej2A7rAfccm/ P
where Xrect(T, v) is the SIMO ambiguity function of the
rectangular pulse 1 [o,t) (t), given by
At
Xrect(T v) A l [o,At)(t)1[o,At)(t + T)ej27, dt (12)
At/t T sinc (v(At- )) ej7T(T±+At)ifTf<I AtAt T
0, otherwise.
Substituting (11) into (8), we obtain
Q(T, fs, fs)
M-I Q-1
E: ES xrect (T (q' -q)At, (Cm,q Cm/i,qi)Af)
m,m'=O q,q'=O
.ej27rAf (Cm ,q-C,i q/q)qAt j27wAfcm/ nq/ T eJ27r(ff XT fs T, )
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Define T = kAt + Tj, where rT1 < At. By using the fact that
xrect (T, v) = 0 when T > At, the above equation can be
further simplified as
(13)Q(kAt + Tj, fs, fs) =
M-1 Q-1
E E X(rectT, (Cm,q Cml ,q+k)Af)
m,m'=O q=O
.ej27Afcm/ ,q+ (kAt+r7)ej27Af (C, q-Ci/ q+k)qAt
.ej2w(f XT, -fsXT,m )*
The next step is to choose the frequency hopping code {C m,q}
such that the function Q(T, ft, fs) is sharp around {0, ft, fs}.
We will discuss this in the following section.
V. OPTIMIZATION OF THE FREQUENCY HOPPING CODES
In this section, we introduce an algorithm to search for
frequency hopping codes which generate good MIMO am-
biguity functions. By using (8) and the orthogonality of the
waveforms, we have
M-1
Q(O, ft fM) SE /m,mj27f,(XT, -XT m/) = M
mm' =O
So, we know that the function Q(T, ft, fs) is a constant along
the line { 0, f, fs }, no matter what codes are chosen. To obtain
good system resolutions, we need to eliminate the peaks in
IQ(T, ft, f) which are not on the line {0, fs, fs}. This can be
done by imposing a cost function which puts penalties on these
peak values. This forces the energy of the function Q(T, f s fs)
to be evenly spread in the delay and angular dimensions. As
an example of this, we minimize the p-norm of the function
Q(T, ft, fs). The corresponding optimization problem can be
expressed as
minc fp(C)
subject to C C {0, 1,... , K -}MQ
Cm,q 7& Cm/,q, for m im',
(14)
a small cost function output [6]. In our case, the transition
probability from state C to C' is chosen as
p(C, C') =
if C' , C
d EC,_/ Cmin(1, exp(fP(C) fP(C")))7 if C' = C
otherwise,
where C' - C denotes that C' and C differ in exactly one
element, and d denotes {fC' C' - C}|. It can be shown
that the chosen transition probabilities result in the desire
equilibrium in (16).
VI. DESIGN EXAMPLES
In this section, we present a design example using the pro-
posed method. In this example, we consider a uniform linear
transmitting array. The number of transmitted waveforms M
equals 4. The length of the frequency hopping code Q equals
10. The number of frequencies K equals 15. Without loss of
generality, we normalize the pulse duration To to be unity.
By using (10), we obtain that the time-bandwidth product
KAfQAt = 150. Fig. 2 shows the real parts ofthe waveforms
generated by the proposed algorithm. For comparison Fig. 3
E
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where
fp(C)- X XAj (T,fs, fs)IPdfsdfsdT. (15)
-00oo
Note that a greater p imposes more penalty on the higher
peaks. The feasible set of this problem is a discrete set. It is
known that simulated annealing algorithm is very suitable for
solving this kind of problems [6]. The simulated annealing al-
gorithm runs a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
on the discrete feasible set [7]. The transition probability of
the Markov chain can be chosen so that the equilibrium of the
Markov chain is
1 fp (C)7T(C) = eXP)=e whereZT T
ZT = exp( f( ) (16)
Here T is a parameter called temperature. By running the
MCMC and gradually decreasing the temperature T, the
generated sample C will have a high probability to have
Fig. 2. Real parts of the waveforms obtained by the proposed method.
shows the real parts of orthogonal LFM waveforms. In this
example, these LFM waveforms have the form
9)m(t) = exp(j2wfm,ot + j7Fkt2),
where k = 100, fo,o = 0, fi,o = 5, f2,0 = 100, and
f3,0 = 50. By choosing different initial frequencies, these
LFM waveforms can be made orthogonal. These parameters
are chosen so that these LFM waveforms occupies the same
time duration and bandwidth as the waveforms generated by
the proposed method. Fig. 4 shows a result of comparing the
functions IQ(T, f,, f,) 1. We take samples from the function
IQ(T, f, f) and sort these samples in descending order. Fig.
4 shows the first ten percent of these samples. We have
normalized the highest peak to 0 dB. In other words, this figure
shows the percentage of samples of I (T, ft f,) equal to a
fixed amplitude 43, for various 43. The results of the proposed
method, randomly generated frequency hopping codes, and the
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Fig. 3. Real parts of the orthogonal LFM waveforms.
LFM waveforms are compared in the figure. One can see that
the proposed frequency hopping signals yield fewest undesired
peaks among all the waveforms. The video which shows the
entire function IQ(,T, f,f) (a plot in (f5,f,) plane as a
function of time T) can be downloaded from [9]. Fig. 5 shows
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Fig. 4. Sorted samples Of IQ(T, fs, f
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the cross correlation functions rim, (T) 01
generated by the proposed algorithm. Fig. 6
correlation functions rm m/(T) of the LFM
can observe that for the proposed waveforms
functions r% , (T) equal to unity when m=
Except at these points, the correlation funi
everywhere. However, for the LFM waveform
functions have several extraneous peaks. T
form peaks in the ambiguity function.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced a wavefori
for MIMO radars. This method is applica
where the transmitted waveforms are orthogor
multiple shifted narrow pulses. The proposec
the simulated annealing algorithm to search f
hopping codes which minimize the p-norm (
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Fig. 5. Cross correlation functions rm , (T) of the waveforms generated
by the proposed method.
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Fig. 6. Cross correlation functions r (T) of the LFM waveforms.
M,MX
function. The numerical examples show that the waveforms
generated by this method provide better angular and range
resolutions than the LFM waveforms which have often been
used in the traditional SIMO radar systems. In this paper, we8 10 have presented the results only for the case of linear arrays.
I)l Nevertheless it is possible to further generalize these results
for multi-dimensional arrays.
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